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Abstract: 

 

Industrial fruit sorting and packaging is a major challenge for the food sector. An 

innovative approach to distinguishing between several types of olive fruits was 

developed, by approaching the task as a picture sorting challenge. The study used 

2800 fruit images of seven olive varieties. After processing the models using state-

of-the-art techniques, six modeling computers were trained with these models. 

These models could well identify different olive species; the highest precision of 

95.91% was obtained with a model called Inception-ResNetV2. Once olives are 

harvested, this technology has great potential for use in olive production. A staple 

of the Middle East, fruits are rich in vitamins, minerals and carbohydrates which 

are all good for health. Although manual harvesting is time-consuming and 

expensive, it is an important process. We present a method for segmenting dates 

using state-of-the-art computer networks. We use a technique called discriminant 

correlation analysis (DCA) to combine features from two separate computational 

models (PCANet and VGG-F). DCA reduces complications quickly and effectively. 

One of the largest datasets available, this collection of images contains 20. This 

dataset is available for download at https://unsat.000webhostapp.com/dataset. Our 

experiments show that DCA works well and that mixing features from different 

models increases the classification accuracy. When it comes to distribution, we’ve 

got it 
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